




















Ideas offered by Counties for TCPB support and TCPB Discovery Survey 
Results

Ideas suggested by TCPB members 

Build and expand system capacity for culturally specific housing and 
service providers (Jan)

Support wages and training for service providers as well as pay compensation for 
contractors since culturally specific services are often contracted out (Jan)

Build technical assistance capacity for immerging service providers (Jan)
Implement incentives to help organizations increase capacity and workforce to scale up 
faster (Jan)

Build training systems for provider staff (Jan) Increase affordable housing development and activate the private sector (Jan)
Align SHS resources with the Regional Affordable Housing Bond and other 
sources (Jan)

Make a direct investment in Community Warehouse regionally to streamline access and 
facilitate quick scale-up (Feb)

Expand system capacity for people experiencing chronic homelessness 
(Jan)

Support regional workgroup with diverse representation to advise on 
improved demographic categories such as REALD for race and ethinicity, 
improved categories for gender identity and new catefories for sexual 
orientation, lived experience and more (Jan)

Coordinated entry needs to be a service matching tool to incentivize co-enrollment 
rather than being a queue for the bottleneck - several of the issues that were 
identified include data collection could be improved by having a single coordinated 
entry system that screens people into services (Jan)

Advise on improved communication of outcomes for public awareness 
(Jan)   Real time service provider data would be beneficial (Dec)
Identify regional system indicators to measure changes in the population 
experiencing homelessness (Jan)
Evaluate the impact of specific program types (Jan)
Establish consistency in program evaluation standards and procedures 
(Jan)
Standardize data collection methods (Jan)

Sunset challenge: how to use RLRA voucher to leverage affordable housing 
development? (Jan)

Support a region wide landlord recruitment program that also provides wrap around 
services with leveraged funds from the jurisdictions (Jan)

Program evaluation: how does the voucher work for participants over 
time? (Jan)

Create a centralized, accessible, and streamlined process for RLRA. Learn from 
models in LA (Brilliant Corners) and Seattle (Housing Connector) (Jan)

Market saturation: will the voucher remain effective in the market over 
time? (Jan)

Expand capacity by using dollars to make the Section 8 Housing Voucher process 
easier (Jan)

Support the development and implementation of a regional model of a long 
term rental assistance program (RLRA) (Jan)

RLRA/SHS can buy down rents in developments. Find ways to create formalized 
partnerships that can be used to open up priority review and approval from 
development funders. Projects that have early partnership agreements might be able 
to qualify for state priority based on the QAP standard of “substantial local 
investment” and could/should be highlighted for priority in the local permitting 
processes. (Jan)
Regionalize "Move-In Multnomah" (Jan)

Strategies to further integrate housing and homeless service systems (e.g. 
affordable housing construction and rent assistance plus services), as well 
as other services and systems serving people experiencing homelessness 
(Jan)

Integration of wrap around voluntary services (Jan)

Shared priorities and opportunities for alignment with healthcare systems 
(including behavioral health) (Jan)

Alignment of RLRA funding with Medicaid (Jan)

Barriers to employment for people recently housed from homelessness 
and ready for employment (Jan)

Alignment with health care systems would include leveraging  Community Planning 
Organizations (CPOs) to maximize capacity and waivers (Jan)

Best practices for providing housing to individuals exiting the foster care 
system who are at risk of homelessness (Jan)

Intentional connections to health services and the benefits (resources and decision-
making power) the health system can provide to increase housing stability. (Jan)

Connecting RLRA to ACT regionally (only happening in Multnomah County) (Jan)

Investment in continuum of care, alignment on coordinated entry to support 
utilization of different benefits and working on service qualification issues (Dec)

Mapping out the current system to see how it works and to identify where to make 
meanigful recommendations within the TCPB's jurisdiction. (Dec)
Create a connection to the already active 1115 SUDs waiver paying for housing and 
employment (Jan)
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